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CEO and art director at Eggersmann
At the fair LivingKitchen 2015 in Cologne, Eggersmann presented a semi-professionally equipped cooking workshop named work’s. Its unusual eye-catching
feature is a transom in black powder-coated aluminium
that spans the distance above the working units. Onto
that, a stainless steel suspension system is fixed, for the
storage of kitchen tools, oils, pots, spoons, and everything else you generally need on hand for cooking.
Adjacent to this is a specially designed exhaust device
made of stainless steel, forming a perfect unity with
the illuminated LUX cabinet. Cooking preparations
take place at the middle unit below the transom. The
100mm-thick, natural oak worktop invites chopping,
mincing, and cutting. The cooktop, work area, and
sink unit already form the basis for a cooking event.
Table Marc, at more than five metres long, is also made
of natural oak. Short paths, easy access, a well organised structure, and enough space for cooking, alone or
in company — the vision behind the layout of work’s is
'artisanal' cooking.

This year, Naber received a ‘Best of Best’ Iconic
Award in the Communication Category, for its Concept Kitchen. The company’s new venture is called
n-by-Naber, a young brand: flexible and innovative,
minimalist and functional, natural and individual, it
stands for products that aspire to good design and high
functionality, fully centred on the importance of a communication strategy. Built and realised in collaboration
with the creatives at Frankfurt agency Pixelgarten and
with product designer Kilian Schindler, the German
Design Council, which presents the aforementioned
award once a year, has recognised the successful combination of product philosophy, brand image, booth
architecture, and print & online activities, in a sector
where a coordinated image strategy is still far from
standard. “Companies that are able to maintain a sustained dialogue with their B2B target groups through
holistic communication”, explains Hans-Joachim
Naber, developer of the Concept Kitchen, “stay in the
public eye as a farsighted source of inspiration, and are
therefore always one step ahead. The award has surprised me. We have succeeded in a very short time to
give our mobile interior programme an unmistakable
face and image.”
n-by-naber.com
pixelgarten.com
kilianschindler.com
Drawing © Naber GmbH/Bureau Kilian Schindler
Photos © Naber GmbH
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MUT
ARPA INDUSTRIALE

NOVY

FENIX NTM, a super opaque nano material, was developed by an international team of
specialists at Arpa Industriale in Italy. This external surface is characterised by next
generation acrylic resins, hardened and fixed through an electron-beam curing process.
The use of nanotechnology allows the surface to regenerate itself: any micro scratches can
be thermally healed. It is also highly resistant to scratches, abrasion, rubbing, dry heat,
impact, acid solvents, and household reagents, while featuring enhanced antibacterial
properties that render the surface hygienic, easy to clean, waterproof, and mould-free.
arpaindustriale.com

Novy introduces a cooker hood with an EcoSmart label that
consumes 85% less energy. The Novy ONE features a
low-consumption motor that is super silent, and also
incorporates LED lighting, to ensure that energy use is
drastically reduced. With its perimeter extraction method, the
cooker hood is able to capture 90% of all cooking fumes and
odours. A device that is discreet, efficient, and quiet.
novy.be
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MUT is a Spanish design studio founded by Alberto Sánchez and composed of a multidisciplinary
team. One recent project is FLOAT, a kitchen system born out of the will to create hybrid pieces of
furniture able to comfortably adjust to either the kitchen or the living room. “Thanks to its adaptability,
this kind of furniture goes beyond domestic borders, fitting into many different environments, such as
offices, hotels, and restaurants. The FLOAT collection offers a radically innovative proposal, hoping
to return the kitchen to its status as a fully habitable space.” These five pieces of furniture have been
nourished by classicism, but aim to be innovative. Removable drawers and trays provide access to
utensils from both sides, thus making teamwork easier. Two outdated traditional pieces have also
been revived for this purpose: the glass cabinet and the serving cart. Halfway between the living
room and the kitchen, they bridge the gap between both spaces, while a room divider helps
delimitate the two without creating any actual barrier.
mutdesign.com
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